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Horizontal Grain Veneer Waiver 
When selecting horizontal veneer slab doors (SLWD HORIZ doors), Below are some things to be 
aware of:  

1. Veneer is limited in size. Typically, sheet sizes are 1220mm (48”) x 2438mm (96”). Some 
species of veneer are available in lengths of 3048mm (120”), but these are exceptions to the 
rule. If the need for an oversized panel arises, veneer panels may be spliced. It is not 
recommended splicing melamine panels, but it can be done. After splicing veneer panels but 
before finishing, the joint is sanded flat. Joints along the length of grain are not usually 
visible, but end splices for extra length will be visible as the grain suddenly changes.  

2. Horizontal grain cabinets are grain matched, but grain matching is limited to an individual 
cabinet - meaning adjacent cabinets are not grain matched to each other. Finished ends are 
not grain matched. Grain matching is limited to available veneer sizes (as noted above). 
Entire runs of cabinets cannot be grain matched to each other.  

3. When a veneer project is cut out, no attempt is made to cut cabinets in close proximity to 
one another or out of the same sheet. The result is that doors of one cabinet may not come 
out of the same sheet of veneer of an adjacent cabinet. Veneer can vary from sheet to sheet 
so this can cause variation from one cabinet to the next. Variation is normal and expected in 
a veneer product and is not a cause for warranty replacement.  

4. For very uniform slab doors, Engineered Veneers are the best option. Any naturally 
occurring veneer or lumber WILL have considerable variation from sheet to sheet.  

5. Some veneers do not have solid wood counterparts. Engineered Veneers and Bamboo 

Veneers are good examples of this. In cases where no solid wood is available, profiled 

moldings and some other parts are not available. 

I have read the above explanation and find it acceptable. I agree not to hold Davis Mill and Cabinet 

LLC responsible or the designer/dealer for any claims or problems resulting from these 

characteristics. 
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____________________________________ _____________________________________ 
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